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May 2019

Safe patient 
handling and 
mobility

NZ aged care workers will 
typically lift 1.8 tonnes 
during an average 
eight hour shift, 
creating a substantial risk 
for workplace injuries.

SPECIAL FEATURE:

April was International Safe Patient Handling and Mobility 
awareness month. To continue raising awareness of the  
importance of safe patient handling and mobility, join us 
at ‘Challenging the Norm’ at Auckland’s Cordis Hotel on 
Tuesday 7 May.  Those attending will explore and help solve 
some of the key challenges in Aged Care including:
• Reducing workplace injuries
• Responding to carer shortages
• Leveraging emerging technologies
• Growing compliance and health and safety measures

Follow the link to read more: cubro.co.nz/news/auckland-
conference-aims-to-prevent-nzs-looming-aged-care-crisis

1.8 tonnes

8 hour shift
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Hygiene and toileting slings
With additional padding, the Silvalea 
hygiene sling with padded mesh 
provides ultimate comfort for users 
when dressing and/or toileting.

Silvalea® Hygiene sling padded mesh:
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
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A sling for 
every situation
Silvalea slings are durable, easy care and clean. At Cubro,  
we have a sling for every occasion.

Everyday slings and showering
Universal and Universal Deluxe mesh slings 
are great choices for everyday transfers, with 
fast drying mesh, which is ideal for showering 
and bathing.

Silvalea® Universal mesh sling with head support:
XS, S, M, L, XL

Silvalea®  Universal Deluxe sling with head support:
XS, S, M, L, XL

Hoist compatibility
The Silvalea range has been 
designed with compatibility in mind. If 
you’re looking for greater compatibility, the 
High Easy sling with universal D-anserclip® 
is another good choice.

Slings from $349.00

Silvalea® High Easy pivot  
sling with clips:
XS, S, M, L, XL

Silvalea® In-situ High Easy  
sling with clips:
S, M, L, XL
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For all your sling 
solutions, give our team  
a call on 0800 656 572

Smart fall prevention solutions 
Sentient folding, non-slip floor sensor mats provide caregivers with an early 
warning of an individual’s movements, to help minimise the risk of falls

Dimensions 1720mm x 900mm

Folded dimensions 570mm x 900mm

50mm thick high 
resilience foam

Foldable landing sensor mat 

The ultimate in fall injury prevention, this landing mat has an 
inbuilt sensor mat, and protects residents from fall related 
incidents with 50mm of high resilience foam padding. Once 
the resident leaves the bed and steps on the floor mat, the 
sensor mat will activate a nurse call system and alert sta�.

Code: 9255 Dimensions 1200mm x 600mm

Folded dimensions 400mm x 600mm

Folding hinge for 
easy storage

Non-slip two fold floor sensor mat 

These sensor mats are easy to store and their foldability 
reduces the likelihood of damage.  Designed to connect to 
your nurse call system, either by cable or wireless transmitter.

Code: 9253

$229.00

$449.00

Our Sentient mats come with 3m "Y" cord 
with 6.35mm mono plug for connection 
to your nurse call system. Ask us 
about other connection options.

Softech slide transfer sheet

Excellent slide/turn/transfer sheet, allows the individual to 
be moved without skin friction or strain on the caregiver. 
Made of lightweight fabric with a super slippery surface. 
Washable and drip dry. Size: 1100mm x 1400mm

Koval Transfer Aid  
with adjustable base

An ideal solution for indoor transfers such  
as between bed, chair and toilet. The 
handle activated base-spread can be 
easily adjusted for optimal access 
during transfers. 
The transfer assist 
keeps the user actively 
engaged in the process. 

Max user weight: 150kg

Code: 3594

Code: 195 $34.00

AVAILABLE TO TRIAL
Call us on 0800 656 572

Alova® foot  
lift splint

Made from visco-elastic moulded foam, this foot 
lift splint aids in the treatment and relief of heel 
pressure injuries.

Alova® large heel support

This compact heel support provides 
pressure relief and prevention to 
the heel area. Designed to work in 
harmony with the physiological axis of 
the lower limbs, the Alova heel support 
is a comfortable and popular option. 

Length leg segment: 450mm

• Open top and heel zone allows air to circulate
• Lightweight and compact
• Slight inclination promotes venous return
• Orthopaedic alignment of lower limbs
• Non-slip Promust silicone and PU/PVC cover

As part of systematic decubitus therapy, this boot 
is a medical device constructed of breathable open 
cell Geltouch® and high resilience (HR) foam. It is 
designed to cushion and elevate the heel to relieve 
pressure and helps prevent friction and shear.

One size fits all.

$149.00

$169.00

Code: 1983

Code: 1985

Sling safety check
It’s important all slings are checked before use to ensure they’re fit 
for purpose. Some common things to look for include:

 - No frayed seams

 - No frayed loops

 - No fading or signs of wear

 - No tears or holes 

 - Size label clearly visible

 - Date of manufacture clearly visible

 - Is the Safe Working Load visible and appropriate?

 - If a plastic clip attachment is on the sling, does it lock in place?

 - Is there an adequate number of slings for e�ciency and to stop 
cross infection?

As outlined in ACC’s “Moving and Handling 
People: The New Zealand Guidelines”, the regular 
inspection of slings used in the transfer of clients 
is recommended.

Unsure about the condition of your 
slings? Ask our Equipment Specialists to 
take a look. Email us at hello@cubro.co.nz 
or call 0800 656 527  to request a visit.

Refer to ACC’s “Moving and Handling People: The 
New Zealand Guidelines” for more details on what to 
look for during a sling safety check. 

$179.00Code: 5109

Support side rail

• Safe and secure
• Independently tested
• Minimised risk of entrapment
• Easy to install and maintain
• To fit 40mm x 20mm frame

Choose a safe support rail:

Following several serious incidents, 
the Ministry of Health issued a 
warning in December about the use of 
some bed levers and poles. For more, 
please visit http://bit.ly/2Fg9Dqw

Ministry of Health 
issues warning about 
basic bed levers

Code: 431 $95.00
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